
“We were looking to see if we could save a few bucks and circled around to 
Labtech. We came to realize that the toolset we had with Continuum was better 
in terms of managing alerts, managing notifications, and 
being able to repond to things that were important.” 

With the Wisdom of Experience, navitend Comes 
‘Back’ to Continuum

“They say when you’re driven to make a decision based entirely on money 
considerations, you don’t necessarily do all your due diligence in a proper frame 
of mind,” remarks navitend General Manager Barry McGuire. For the New 
Jersey-based IT managed services provider (MSP), that assertion proved to be 
more than theoretical.

Founded in 2002, navitend serves clients along the corridor from New York City 
to Philadelphia. Around 2008, the decision was made to transition away from the 
break-fix business model to managed services. Barry recalls, “When we decided 
we needed to jump into managed services, we actually split up the research 
tasks between our management and technical staffs to look at four or five 
platforms. We determined that Zenith Infotech (the company that would sell its 
managed services portfolio to Continuum in 2011) was the best fit for us.”

A number of factors were at play in the choice: strong solution features and 
support, the platform worked well with ConnectWise PSA (which navitend was 
using internally), and it’s pay as you go model. All was well until someone thought 
they might find a better deal somewhere else.

“We were looking to see if we could save a few bucks and circled around to 
LabTech,” Barry explains. “That was a bad decision. We came to realize that the 
toolset we had with Continuum was better in terms of managing alerts, managing 
notifications, and being able to respond to things that were important.

“The biggest thing for us was the loss of the NOC (network operations center),” 
Barry continues. “For a small company, when you’ve got to answer all those 
alerts as opposed to having someone on the back end responding to a majority 
of them — especially after hours — the NOC is a pretty big deal.”

But the NOC wasn’t the only thing navitend had missed from its previous 
relationship with Continuum. “Even though we had been on the platform for a 
while, I don’t think we did a good job of going back and seeing everything it could 
do,” Barry says of Continuum’s remote monitoring and management solution.
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Having, or not having, an integrated solution also made a difference. “LabTech had 
a couple of cool things to it, but overall, we felt like we were doing a lot more work to 
just sort of cobble things together.

“Then Continuum started building their roadmap of where they were headed,” Barry 
said. “And most of the things we moved to LabTech for — scripting and whatnot — it 
appeared that we could have all that plus the platform we liked on the back end.”

In the end, coming “home” to Continuum was easy for navitend because the new 
management kept all the best things about original solution in place. “They didn’t 
nuke and pave,” Barry comments. “Though we made the move out and then came 
back during the Zenith-Continuum transition, it was real natural for us to return.”

Barry sees the managed services model and Continuum as vital aspects of where 
navitend now stands as a business. “I’ve been doing this for 27 years, as I look back 
at the break-fix model, I scratch my head and wonder how we got along doing that,” he 
says. “I think the managed services model has definitely helped us win new business.

“And today, we target business owners who belong to peer-to-peer counseling 
forums, owners who are investing in themselves, and those who want to have a 
little better experience,” he adds. “Continuum ties right in with what we’re doing.” 
Barry also sees Continuum as playing a major role in navitend’s value proposition to 
clients. “They help us be accountable. At the end of the day that’s what clients want. 
They’re hiring us to take care of things — be responsible for systems. Continuum’s 
tools definitely allow that. I think it’s been a big part of setting the foundation for 
where we’re going next which is toward consultation.”

About navitend
Founded in 2002 and headquartered in Byram, NJ, navitend provides IT leadership 
and service to clients in the New Jersey, New York City, and Philadelphia markets. 
The name “navitend” comes from the combination of helping clients navigate myriad 
IT choices available and then tending to the day-to-day needs associated with those 
technology investments. 

“LabTech had a couple of cool things to it, but overall, we felt like we were 
doing a lot more work to just sort of cobble things together.”

Company
navitend 
Byram, NJ

Website
www.navitend.com

Business Challenge
Balancing cost to serve clients 
with an RMM solution that 
offers an expansive toolset 
which allows the company to 
efficiently deliver and manage 
services. With a staff of nine, 
the company also needed 
after-hours technical support 
to better address the needs of 
its growing account base.

Solution
Continuum’s comprehensive 
managed service platform 
combines an intelligent remote 
monitoring and management 
(RMM) software solution with 
a 24/7/365 network operations 
center (NOC) to take care of 
most clients’ day-by-day needs. 

Results
Originally operating under the 
break-fix model, Continuum’s 
remote monitoring and 
management solution and 
support from the NOC have 
given navitend the freedom to 
transition into more profitable 
arenas of IT solution provider 
operations – notably managed 
services and consulting work.
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